Release Note

Software Version：2.10.2
Models：X1/X2/X2C/X3S/X4/H2S/H3/H5
Date：2019-12-16
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New Features

1. Side screen font size setting is added in configuration item and font color
setting is added in menu options.
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Function Improvements

1. The popup display of the phones’ auto redial interface is improved.
2. X2C/X2CP WEB and LCD model displays are modified.
3. The DTMF of the phones’ DSS key supports two inputs used in sequence
so as to switch the recording function on or off.
4. After DSS key Configuration is issued, the configuration adapts
automatically to pages.
5. Pop-up notifications can be blocked and status icons still show.
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Bug Fixes

1. The overlap between right side of X3S/X3SP logo on web page and
auxiliary line is fixed.
2. The problem is solved concerning Internet phone book viewing on web
page.
3. The problem that XML configuration can’t be exported is fixed.
4. The failure of using SIP INFO recording feature is fixed.
5. The issue is resolved that X3/X4 keypad fails to lock automatically when it
is set to be 180s.
6. The issue with turning off date display and abnormal desktop icons
display is fixed.
7. The problem that web page can’t display network contact is fixed.
8. The failure to upgrade when the configuration file is larger than 64K is
fixed.
9. The issue of UI display after phone restart upon clearing configuration is
fixed.
10. The problem arising from dial pad input display of black-and-white phone
is solved.
11. The difficulities of switching the headset channel during a call is resolved.
12. The problem that the network phonebook can’t be open during a meeting
is fixed.
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